Cape Sounion is the southernmost edge of the Attica plain. A rocky promontory commanding the Aegean Sea on the top of which are the remains of the temple of Poseidon, the ancient god of the Sea and lord of the waves.

The setting is unique and the site one of the most impressive for an ancient Greek temple. Start with a panoramic drive along the coastal road facing the Saronic Gulf, Apollo’s coast with its rocky coves, sandy beaches, summer resorts and crystal blue water bays. After a drive of about 1 ½ hours reach Cape Sounion, visit Poseidon’s temple, and enjoy amazing views from this unique setting that inspired Lord Byron to compose the poem he dedicated to Sounion.

Anytime Sounion is beautiful, its most famous moments are those close to the sunset, when the sea changes colors as the sun is setting. On cloudy days sunset becomes even more stunning reminding Homers description of the Aegean, as the dark wine sea.

**Duration:** 4 hours approximately, bus will leave from ACG

**Price per person:** 60.00 eur

**Level of activity:** mild uphill walk, uneven ground